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LIFE STORY

ISABEL COSTA HAD A DREAM

This is the story of Isabel Dias Costa, 51 years old, engineer that  sacrificed a seat on the 

board of directors of Sonae for the dream of owning an hotel in Serra da Estrela, where the 

heart of the wool industry lies. Not only did she accomplish her dream, but also performed 

the miracle of resurrecting the burel fabric - applying 21st century design onto a medieval 

fabric made in 19th century machinery – and created the Burel Mountain Originals brand. 

READ MORE

THE FROM PORTUGAL ABC

AT ISPO MUNICH

The From Portugal Forum, that will show what best 

is being done in the Portuguese textile and clothing 

industry in the sports and outdoor sector, is the great 

novelty of Portugal’s participation in ISPO Munich 2019, 

which takes place from February 3rd to 6th.

READ MORE
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WANT TO RUN BETTER?

USE LMA KNITWEAR 

A mesh made with ceramic yarn is one of the milestone 

products that LMA invented this year, “With us, you can 

run one mile more” is the slogan that the company came 

up with  for the marketing of is new and his tech product 

that is sparking curiosity among some of the most 

important sportswear brands worldwide. 

READ MORE

LEMAR’S COMMITMENT

TO INNOVATION AND 

CREATIVITY

In partnership with Porto’s University Engineering 

School and another manufacturer, Lemar has two 

ongoing R&D projects to build workwear for people 

working with X-Rays and in extreme weather 

conditions.  

READ MORE

PV CHOOSES TEARFIL AS 

SMART CREATION 

EMBASSADOR

Tearfil was selected by Première Vision as Smart 

Creation Ambassador and saw the company’s eco-

responsible products displayed in the Smart Library of 

the Paris Villepinte exhibition fair.

READ MORE

SUSTAINABILITY IS THE FUTURE

“No Portuguese player can fail to include in its portfolio 

products (even just one!) with a marketing message that 

positions his company as a fervent builder of a 

sustainable future”, writes Braz Costa, CITEVE’s general 

director.

READ MORE
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Riopele's photovoltaic  plant saves 14% on energy bill. Riopele  has 

invested 800 thousand euros in the construction of a photovoltaic power station, 

exclusively for self consumption, which will allow savings of 14% of the energy bill. With an 

installed capacity of one MW, the new solar plant will produce around 1,465 MW annually, 

representing a reduction of 689 tons of CO2 per year. "The issue of sustainability is already 

a certainty today and, therefore, will continue to be," says José Alexandre Oliveira, 

Riopele's CEO.

"We feel that we can’ t 

continue to grow and make 

more pieces without 

recovering the waste"

JOSÉ VILAS BOAS FERREIRA

Valerius’s CEO 

43million
euros is the annual turnover of 

Mundotêxtil, the largest felts producer

in Europe 
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